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ABSTRACT
Assessment of limate variability and hanges
through the last millennium is ru ial for understanding and modeling urrent and future limate.
E orts have relied both in the statisti al re onstru tion of limate variability using proxy data and the
numeri al simulation of past limate states with the
use of limate models.
Numeri al simulations have used models and experiments of varying omplexity and design mostly foused on the impa ts of solar variability on limate.
This work explores the response of a state-of-the-art
global atmosphere-o ean limate model to hanges
in external for ing. The analysis fo uses on two long
limate integrations with the ECHO-G global limate model (MPI, Hamburg) in whi h the external
for ing has been gradually hanged along the simulations a ording to the estimations of hanges in
the solar irradian e, atmospheri re e tivity due to
vol ani eruptions and the on entrations of greenhouse gases. One of this integrations (FOR1) overs
the period AD 1000 to 1990 and a se ond integration
(FOR2) spans the period 1550 to 1990 A. D.
Key words: General Cir ulation Models; transient
integrations; solar for ing; anthropogeni for ing.
1. INTRODUCTION
The assessment of the re ently observed limate
warming and its potential relation to an anthropogeni a tion has prompted the need to understand
and estimate limate hanges through the last millenium (Jones et al., 2001). E orts have relied both
in the statisti al re onstru tion of limate variability using proxy data and the numeri al simulation of
past limate states with the use of limate models.
Re onstru tions of the limate history through the
last millenium have used a variety of proxy indi-

ators (Jones et al., 1998). These studies have foused in a wide range of spatial s ales: from the loal and regional (Cook, 1995) to hemispheri al and
global s ales (Bri a et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1999).
Though most e orts have been devoted to the reonstru tion of past temperature variability (Jones
et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1999; Huang et al., 2000;
Esper et al., 2002; Bri a and Osborn.,2002), a great
deal of resea h has also on entrated in re onstru ting hydrologi al and atmospheri ir ulation indi es
(Villaba et al., 1998; Luterba her et al., 2002). Su h
e ort has suggested the existen e of interesting broad
limate anomalous periods like the warmer Medieval
Optimum (MO) and the older little i e age (LIA
) (Jones et al., 2001). Inside the LIA the Late
Maunder Minimum (LMM) and the Dalton Minimum (DM), arise as periods of redu ed solar a tivity
whi h ould have had a dire t impli ation in limate
(Crowley, 2000; Lean, 2000). Still, mu h dis ussion
is going on on erning the reliability and impli ations
of the available re onstru tions (Mann and Hughes,
2002; Cook and Esper, 2002; Mann et al., 2003)
Numeri al simulation has used models and experiments of varying omplexity and design mostly foused on the impa ts of solar variability on limate (
Haig, 1999 and referen es therein). Crowley (2000),
showed results with an energy balan e model supporting the idea that the last enturies of global
warming annot be fundamented solely on hanges
in natural variability and solar for ing. Shindell's et
al. (2001) time sli e integrations for the LMM with
a global limate model (GCM) in luding a 'state-ofthe-art' atmospheri omponent and a mixed layer
o ean suggest that hanges in regional temperature
for the LMM an be driven by anomalous ir ulation regimes indu ed by hanges in solar variability. The population of transient integrations with
'state-of-the-art' GCMs is smaller due to omputational limitations. Cubas h et al. (1997) presented
integrations with a oupled atmosphere-o ean GCM
for ed with the estimations of solar for ing sin e 1700
A. D. The surfa e temperature response pattern was
dominated by the land-sea ontrast and broadly resembled the pattern obtained in greenhouse-gas sim-
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ulations (Hegerl et al., 1997). The warming in the
lasts enturies was smaller than in the observations.
Rind et al. (1999) showed an ensemble of experiments with a lower resolution GCM oupled to a
simpli ed o ean indi ating also that the solar for ing is not suÆ ient to produ e the rapid warming of
the last de ades.

of the present limate. The model was integrated for
1000 years. The other two integrations were made
driving the oupled model with estimations of three
past external for ing fa tors: solar variability, greenhouse gas on entrations in the atmosphere and an
estimation of the radiative e e ts of stratospheri
vol ani aerosols. No hanges in the anthropogeni
atmospheri aerosol on entrations have been onsidered. The two for ed integrations over the period
1000 to 1990 A.D. and 1550 to 1990 A. D. (FOR1 and
FOR2, respe tively).

With the perspe tive of the existent population of
GCM runs, there is still a la k for numeri al integrations whi h involve the e e t of external for ings of
di erent nature (natural and anthropogeni ). This
paper explores the surfa e temperature response of a
state-of-the-art atmosphere-o ean GCM to hanges
in the external for ing (solar irradian e, vol anoes
and greenhouse gases). Se tion 1 des ribes the temporal behaviour of the model in a simulation with
onstant external for ing and in two simulations
driven with the estimations of past external for ings
(solar irradian e, vol ani a tivity and greenhouse
gasses). Se tion 2 is devoted to pi ture the relationship between solar and vol ani for ing and the temperature response in the for ed simulations. Finally,
some on lusions are summed up in Se tion 3.
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Figure 1.
Estimations of greenhause gasses
(CO2,CH4), solar irradian e (SOL) and hanges in
atmospheri re e tivity in the stratosphere (VOL)
used to for e the model.
2. MODEL AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The integrations have been produ ed with the
ECHO-G atmosphere-o ean GCM (Legutke and
Voss, 1999). This model onsists of the spe tral atmospheri model ECHAM4 (Roe kner et al., 1996)
and the o ean model HOPE-G (Wolf et al., 1997),
both developed at the Max Plan k Institute of Meteorology in Hamburg . The atmospheri omponent
onstitutes a newer version of that used in Cubash
et al. (1997) and is used with a horizontal resolution
T30 (aprox. 3:75o  3:75o) and 19 verti al levels. The
horizontal resolution of the o ean model omponent
is about 2:8o  2:8o with a grid re nement in the
tropi al regions. Verti al dis retization in orporates
20 levels. A onstant in time ux adjustment was
applied o avoid limate drift.
Results are shown for three simulations with ECHOG. In a ontrol (CONT) simulation the external for ing was kept onstant in time and set to the values

Figure 1 shows the estimations of the for ing fa tors
used to drive the model. The atmospheri on entrations of arbon dioxide and methane were estimated from analysis of air bubles in Antarti a i e
ores (Blunier et al., 1995; Etheridge et al., 1996).
The past variations of solar output were derived from
observation of sun spots and on entrations of the
osmogeni isotope 10 Be (Lean et al., 1995). The effe t of vol ani aerosols is in luded as global annual
estimations of atmospheri opti al depth translated
to short wave radiative for ing (Sato et al., 1993).
Thus, the experiments presented herein make use of
the same datased used by Crowley (2000) to for e
his energy balan e model. The trends in the greenhouse gasses after 1800 A.D. are apparent as well
as that in solar for ing. The higher solar irradian e
in the MO and lower values in the LIA, as well as
shorter anomalous periods within the LIA like the
Spoorer Minimum (aprox. 1450 A.D.), the LMM
(aprox. 1700 A.D.) and the Dalton Minimum (aprox.
1800 A. D.) are also evident.

--- FOR1 (FOR2) was started from initial onditions ex-

tra ted from the ontrol simulation and driven in a
period of 100 years (35 years) to the for ing onditions of 1000 A. D. (1500 A. D.). In order to avoid
potential ontamination of the rst de ades of the
integration in FOR2 from the relatively short spin
down period, results will be shown here fo ussing on
the time interval 1550 to 1990 A. D. Further des ription and results with these simulations are spe i ed
in Zorita and Gonzalez-Rou o, (2002) and Zorita et
al. (2003a; 2003b).
3. TEMPERATURE RESPONSE
Figure 2 shows the global temperature anomalies for
the ontrol and for ed simulations (referen e period
was 1960-1990; dates are arbitrare for the 1000 yr
ontrol simulation). The ontrol simulation is fairly
stable in time. Maximum trends of the order of 0.025
K/de o ur in the se ond and third entury of the
simulation and also in the last two enturies. The
for ed simulations show a more omplex stru ture in
response to the imposed external for ing. FOR1 simulates a limate omperable to CONT (present-day
limate) during the rst enturies of the simulation
and after that a older limate up to the 19th entury. FOR2 is in remarkably good agreement for the
overlapping period ( orrelation 0.82; p < 0:05). The
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warmer limate at the beginning of FOR1 is onsistent with the existen e of a MO. After the 11th entury a persistent ooling trend of about 0.01 K/de
is evident whi h gives way for the last two enturies
(both in FOR1 and FOR2) to a warming rate of
about 0.04 K/de . The ooling episode is onsistent also with the existen e of a LIA ooling in the
proxy re onstru tions (Mann et al., 1998). Inside the
simulated LIA, three anomalous periods arise whi h
mat h in timing with the Spoorer Minimum (SM),
the LMM and the DM (SOL, Fig. 2). During these
episodes, abrupt oolings appear of the order of 0.2
K/de .The overall degree of variability is also higher
in the for ed integrations than in the ontrol integration (the ratio of varian es for ed vs. ontrol is 5.9
for FOR1 and 6.8 for FOR2).
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Figure 2. Global temperature anomalies for the ontrol (CONT) and two for ed simulations with the
ECHO-G model (FOR1 and FOR2). Referen e period is 1960 to 1990 A. D. Dates are arbitrare and
do not orrespond to a tual dates in the CONT simulation.
Figure 3 shows hovmoller diagrams with the temporal evolution of the latitudinal anomalies throughout the period of integration (referen e periods as in
Fig. 2). CONT shows again a fairly stable behaviour
in time. The Northern Hemisphere (NH) tends to be
usually warmer than the Southern Hemisphere (SH),
a reasonable feature keeping in mind the higher fra tion of land areas in the NH. FOR1 and FOR2 depi t
the latitudinal extension of the temperature anomalies shown in Fig. 2. Both simulations show regional
warming in the high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere, probably due to o ean-atmosphere intera tions. This warming enhan es the global warm temperature anomalies in FOR1 during the MO-like period and progressively ools down through the 1000
years of simulation. The NH responds with a regional warming omparable to the limate state in
the 20th entury. The oldest onditions during the
LIA-like simulated period are attained mostly in the
high latitudes of the NH and spread almost globally
and. Changes of 1K are apparent in the NH averages
(not shown) in remarkably short periods (3 de ades)
during the simulated SM, LMM and DM.
In the last two enturies FOR1 and FOR2 experien e warming trends as a response to the in rease in
greenhouse gasses and solar irradian e (CO2, CH4
and SOL). Cubas h et al. [1997℄ pointed that the
previous version of this model rea ted with a trend
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Figure 3. Hovmoller diagrams for the latitudinal
temperature anomalies in the ontrol and for ed integrations (referen e periods as in Fig. 2).
of about 0.02 K/de . Global averages present in this
simulation a warming rate of 0.038 K/de sin e 1850.
Thus, spe ulative values an be provided for this simulation of about 50% of the warming related to the
in rease in greenhouse gasses. However, for a more
thorough study in this sense an ensemble of simulations is needed taking into a ount the isolated impa t of ea h for ing fa tor.
A omment is also worth on the similitude of the simulated global and hemispheri hanges to the proxy
re onstru tions. Correlation of global averages in
FOR1 (FOR2) with 5-yr low pass ltered global temperature re onstru tions of Jones et al. (1998) for
the 1550-1990 interval is 0.75 (0.76) (p < 0:05). The
orrelation of FOR1 with re onstru ted temperature
for the 1000-1990 interval is 0.63. For the NH the
relationship is also good, for instan e orrelations of
FOR2 (NH averages) with the NH re onstru tions of
Mann et al (1998) is 0.6 (p < 0:05) for the 1550-1990
interval. The degree of warming is however larger
in the model simulation than in the re onstru tions.
The question still remains of whether this is a result
of infraestimation of variability on the side of the reonstru tions (Mann and Hughes, 2002; Cook and
Esper, 2002; Mann et al., 2003) or a problem of limate sensibility in the model. This last issue alls for
an ensemble of model simulations for di erent initial
onditions with di erent models. Preliminary results
indi ated a similar behaviour in a simulation for ed
with solar irradian e using the Hadley Center Model
(Widmann and Tett, 2003).
Figures 4 and 5 allow for a ombined espatial and
temperal des ription of the hanges through the simulations. For ea h simulation, results for the rst
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Figure 4. Results from the EOF analysis of annual
surfa e temperature in the 1000 year ontrol run:
(MAP) First empiri al orthogonal fun tion; (series)
rst prin ipal omponent (PC) and global averages
(GB). This EOF a ounts for 9.3 % of the total varian e.
mode of an empiri al orthogonal fun tion (EOF)
analysis (Preisendorfer, 1988) are shown. The patterns were derived from standardized temperature
time series and were subsequently res aled by the
lo al standard deviation. The ontrol simulation
presents an EOF pattern (Fig. 4) omparable to that
of Zorita et al. (2003a). The northern latitudes of
both hemispheres show the highest amount of variability. Also, the tropi al regions show high values,
possibly related to the higher horizontal surfa e irradian e in this areas. The orresponding prin ipal
omponent (PC) is shown in Fig. 4 and also, for
omparison, the time series of global averages.The
orrelation between them is 0.53 (p < 0:05). Both
time series show variability in annual to entury long
times ales.
Figure 5 illustrates the hanges in this rst EOF
mode when the external for ing is imposed. The
varian es a ounted for by the rst EOF in FOR1
and FOR2 are 30% and 28:8%, respe tively. Both,
FOR1 and FOR2 respond with a pattern of variability whi h on the global s ale des ribes land-sea
ontrasts, with the warming o urring mostly over
the ontinents. This stru ture is reminis ent of that
in the pattern of varian e for surfa e temperature
in the three simulations (not shown) whi h presents
higher ammounts of variability over the ontinents
and higher latitudes in ea h hemisphere. Therefore,
this suggests that the rst rea tion of the system to
the hanges in the external for ing is to ex ite the
land-sea ontrasts. The higher latitudes of the NH
show the strongest warming, distributed mainly over
northern Europe and the area from the Hudson Bay
to western Greenland. The higher latitudes of the SH
hemisphere respond with some ooling anomalies in
agreement with Fig. 2. The varian es a ounted for
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Figure 5. Results from the EOF analysis of annual surfa e temperature in the for ed integrations:
(MAPs) First empiri al orthogonal fun tion; (series)
rst prin ipal omponent (PC) and global averages
(GB). The bla k line shows for omparison the moments of the vol ano eruptions as in Fig. 1. This
EOF a ounts for 30.0 % and 28.8 % of the total
varian e in FOR1 and FOR2, respe tively.
The time series in Fig. 5 show a lose relationship
between the rst prin ipal omponent (PC) in ea h
analysis and the asso iated time series of global averages (GB). Correlations are 0.97 (FOR1) and 0.95
(FOR2). Thus, hanges in temperature in both simulations are well des ribed by the rst EOF mode.
It an be noted that the response to external for ing
introdu es a higher amount of variability on entennial times ales, as will be dis ussed later. Changes
in the vol ano eruptions are also shown along with
the time series in Fig. 5 pointing a good agreement
with se ondary minima in the temperature evolution. FOR1 and FOR2 respond with a similar behaviour through the period 1550 to 1990 ( orrela-
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A omment is also worth on the di eren es between the rst EOF simulated by FOR1 and FOR2.
Su h di eren es an be appre iated mainly on a regional basis in the higher latitudes of ea h hemisphere. This feature suggests there an be other
me hanisms related to natural variability in the atmospheri dynami s of ea h simulation (i.e. the Arti and Antar ti Os illations, North Atlanti Osillation, et ) whi h an play a role in produ ing a
somewhat di erent regional response in ea h simulation. A further omment an be made on the spatial
ngerprint of the anthropogeni for ing in the last
enturies of the simulation. Dete tion of this e e t
would require an appropriate optimal dete tion te hnique (Hegerl et al., 1997), whi h, so far, is beyond
the s ope of this text.
4. RELATIONSHIP WITH SOLAR FORCING
This se tion explores the relationship between the
solar irradian e used to for e the model and the simulated temperature response in FOR1 and FOR2.
Results in Figs. 2,3,5 show there is a good orresponden e of the temperature response of the model
to solar for ing. The orrelation between hanges
in irradian e (SOL, Fig. 1) and global temperature
in FOR1 and FOR2 is 0.60 and 0.62 (p < 0:05),
respe tively. Both global temperature averages in
Fig. 2 show good agreement ( orrelation 0.82) for
the overlaping period (1550 to 1990 A. D.). Therefore, about 40 % of varian e is shared between solar
irradian e and temperature. A value omparable to
that obtained by Cubas h et al. (1997). Figure 6
ilustrates this relation with the orrelation eld between SOL (Fig. 1) and grid point simulated temperature in FOR1 for the period 1000 to 1990 A. D.
The pattern shows maximum values over the e ua-

torial and tropi al regions orresponding to areas of
higher horizontal surfa e irradian e (see also Fig. 4).
The orrelation map of global temperature averages
in all simulations and grid point temperature (not
shown) bears a similar stru ture.
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Figure 6. Field orrelations between SOL (Fig. 1)
and annual gridpoint tempertature in FOR1.
Comparison of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 suggests that there
ould be some lagged response between solar irradian e and the temperature response. This is illustrated in Figure 7 where orrelations are shown
between zonal meen values of FOR1 simulated temperature and solar irradian e (SOL) as a fun tion of
time lag. The results are omparable to Cubas h et
al. (1997) and show high orrelations mostly over
the tropi s and for times ales up to 20 years. Correlations de rease and even turn to negative at higher
latitudes. This delayed behaviour is onsistent with
the slower response of the o eans and the signi ant
auto ovarian e in time s ales of 10 to 20 years assoiated to the solar a tivity y le. Fig. 7 shows lagged
orrelation maps for global gridpoint temperatures,
o ean and land areas. In agreement with the previous statement, the response of the o ean masses
embodies longer times ales than the response of the
land areas.
Figure 8 shows the a tual e e tive solar onstant
used to drive the model in FOR1 and FOR2. As
stated in se tion 2, the vol ani for ing was introdu ed as the equivalent short wave modi ation in
the solar onstant as in Crowley (2000). The statistial spe tral properties of the e e tive solar onstant
and the raw solar irradian e are shown in Figure 9
(top panel) together with the spe trum of global temperature averages in FOR1.
Comparison of solar irradian e (SOL) and e e tive
solar irradian e (E . SOL) spe trum estimates in
Figure 9 yield a higher proportion of varian e a umulated in high fre uen ies for E . SOL, a reasonable resault sin e the e e tive solar for ing introdu ed in the model in ludes the shorter times ale
in uen e of the vol ani eruptions. In SOL, an a umulation of varian e in times ales entered in 11
years is also apparent. This is onsistent with the
presen e of the solar a tivity y le in the re onstru tions of solar irradian e after the 18th entury (see
SOL in Fig. 1). This signal stands out of a rst order
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Figure 8. E e tive solar irradian e from Crowley et
al. (2000) used to drive ECHO-G. Vol ani for ing
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autoregressive pro ess spe trum (not shown) and is
masked in the spe trum of E . SOL due to the presen e of vol ani for ing whi h produ es a rather at
spe trum in medium to high frequen ies. In the same
panel of Fig. 9 the normalized spe trum of FOR1
ompares quite well with the E . SOL spe trum for
medium to low frequen ies. The loser relationship
to E . SOL than to raw SOL is reasonable based
on the fa t that the for ed simulations are a tually
driven with E . SOL. The loser relationship with
E . SOL at low and medium frequen ies is also sensible sin e at higher frequen ies other me hanisms
related to internal variability in the system an play
a more relevant role.
The lower panel in Fig. 9 shows a omparison of the
temperature spe tra in the three simulations. Two
evident features arise in this analysis: rstly, both
for ed simulations produ e a similar spe trum in low
to medium frequen ies, up to periods of about 4
years, as a response to the ommon external for ing
and in agreement with the high orrelations (0.82)
between FOR1 and FOR2; se ondly, both for ed simulations show a higher proportion of varian e in low
frequen ies than in high frequen ies in omparison to
CONT. Thus, the imposed external for ing basi ally
boosts the amount of varian e in this times ales of
the spe trum, a feature whi h was straight forward
derived from Fig. 2.
A nal illustration of the relation between simulated
global temperatures in FOR1 and FOR2 with the ef-
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Figure 7. Latitudinal temperature averages vs. solar irradian e time-lag orrelation oeÆ ients in the
FOR1 simulation for global gridpoint temperatures,
land-masked temperatures and o ean-masked temperatures. Shading indi ates signi an e (p < 0:05),
a ounting for auto orrelation.
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Figure 9. Normalized spe tra of solar onstant
(SOL), e e tive solar onstant (E . SOL) and global
temperature averages in CONT, FOR1 and FOR2.
All spe tra are al ulated for the 1000 to 1990 A. D.
perido ex ept for the FOR2 values (1550 to 1990 A.
D.)

fe tive solar for ing is presented in Figure 10 where
ross spe tra of E . SOL and global temperature
averages are shown. High oheren e values are obtained for long times ales down to periods of about 4
years (frequen y: 0.25 yr 1 ) in orresponden e with
the results in the lower panel of Fig. 9. The phase
keeps fairly stable in both ases, though with a lear
displa ement showing the lag of temperature respe t
to solar for ing, as stated in the omments to Fig. 7.
Sumarizing, the long term temperature response in
the for ed simulations is in good agreement with
the for ing imposed to the model and supports that
the simulated MO and LIA are radiatively indu ed.
Sin e both FOR1 and FOR2 show a omparable response, these results show robustness regardless of
the initial onditions in ea h simulation.
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Figure 11. Spe tra of solar onstant (SOL) and e e tive solar onstant (E . SOL) as in Fig. 9. Transfer
fun tion of the band pass least squares lter entered
around 11 years.
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The previous des ription aimed at pi turing the general behaviour of the solar for ing and the temperature response in the spe tral spa e. One issue whi h
has re eived onsiderable attention is the variability
in solar irradian e related to the 11 year solar a itivity y le and its potential relationship to Earth temperature (Friis-Christensen and Lassen, 1991; Lean,
2000). The following results are devoted to a onise des ription of the behaviour of the variability
in for ing and simulated temperature series within
the frequen y band of the spe trum orresponding
to the 11 yr solar a tivity y le. In Figure 9 some
power in solar irradian e (SOL) in time s ales of 11
years is noti eable. This power stands out of the
0:05% level of signi an e in a omparison with the
spe tral power asso iated to an AR1 pro ess with the
same degree of auto ovarian e as in SOL. This does
not happen for the e e tive solar onstant (E . SOL
in Fig. 9) whi h produ es a rather at spe trum in
this frequen y bands as an e e t of the ontamination of varian e from the vol ani episodes. In the
temperature spe tra in Fig. 9 there is also no evident
a umulation of varian e around the 11 year signal.

The band-pass ltered outputs (SOL FILT, E . SOL
FILT) of the solar and e e tive solar irradian e are
shown in Fig. 12 (top panel). In the ase of SOL, the
variability in the sele ted frequen y interval arises
in the 18th entury when the time series of the reonstru ted solar irradian e (Crowley, 2000) in orporates the hanges asso iated to the 11 year sunspot
y le. In the ase of E . SOL, there is ontribution to varian e in times ales of 11 years throughout the whole period from 1000 to 1990 A. D. This
variability an only ome from the ontribution of
the vol ani eruptions. This is illustrated in Fig. 12
(middle and botton panel) where the lter outputs of
solar and e e tive solar irradian e (SOL FILT, E .
SOL FILT) are ompared with standardized versions
of the original for ing series (SOL, E . SOL)for the
period 1500 to 1990 A.D. It is apparent that in the
ase of SOL (middle panel), there is good agreement
between the timing of the os illations in the lter
outputs and the o urren e of 11 year solar a tivity
y les. In the ase of the e e tive solar for ing it
is evident that the hanges in the lter outputs are
well in phase with the o urren e of vol ani eruptions. The amplitude of the os illations seems to be
also related with the intensity of vol ani eruptions.
This supports the idea that the rather medium to
high frequen y at spe trum of E SOL in Figure 11
omes from the ontribution of vol ani eruptions to
these times ales. Sin e the for ed simulations in orporate the vol ani for ing, it an be expe ted that
FOR1 and FOR2 respond in these times ales to the
for ing indi ated in E . SOL FILT rather than SOL
FILT.

In spite of the relatively low varian e a umulated, it
is interesting to understand how the model responds
in these times ales to the imposed solar for ing. Figure 11 shows the spe tra for SOL and E . SOL as
in Fig. 9 and the transfer fun tion of a band pass
lter used to isolate the signal entered in times ales
around 11 years. The lter uses least squares oeÆients to redu e Gibbs os illations (Bloom eld, 1976;
von Stor h and Zwiers, 1999) with uto periods in 8

The ltered global averages for the ontrol and for ed
integrations are shown in Figure 13. This gure suggests that the ontrol simulation produ es variability
in times ales entered in 11 years regardless of the solar for ing being onstant for this simulation. Thus,
internal natural variability in the limate system is
able to produ e varian e (noise) in this times ales.
An interesting feature that on erns the for ed simulations is that these respond well in agreement with
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Figure 10. Cross spe tra of e e tive solar onstant
and global temperature averages in FOR1 and FOR2
4.1. Solar a tivity y le
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Figure 13. 11 year entered band-pass lter outputs
for global temperature averages in the ontrol and
for ed integrations.
industrialization and the partially indu ed anthropogeni warming in the last two enturies. The rst
eigenve tor broadly resembles patterns of temperature hange obtained both in paleo limate simulations for ed with solar irradian e and those of future
greenhouse s enarios, showing a global land-sea ontrast behaviour and most warming asso iated to the
northern latitudes of the NH.

the lter outputs of E . SOL. It an be noti ed that
the lter output of FOR1 (Fig. 13 middle)agrees for
the period 1000 to 1990 A.D. with the evolution in
E . SOL FILT (Fig. 12 top). The orrelation of the
ltered temperature series in FOR1 (FOR2) with the
lter output of E . SOL is 0.57 (0.42). Both orrelations are signi ant a ounting for the loss in degrees
of freedom. The orrelation map between the temperature lter outputs (Fig. 13) and gridpoint temperature anomalies in ea h integration leads to stru tures similar to that in Fig. 6 (not shown). Thus,
these results suggest that for the for ed integrations,
the variability in times ales of 11 years imposed by
the e e tive solar for ing modulates the temperature
response.

Analysis of the variability asso iated to time s ales
of 11 years reveals that the ontrol, unfor ed, limate is able by itself to produ e variability in this
times ales, asso iated to the internal dynami s of the
system. It is found that the imposed solar and volani for ing play the role of modulating hanges in
these times ales in the for ed simulations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
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The spatial and temporal hara teristi s of the temperature response are well des ribed by the rst
EOF mode of global surfa e temperature. This
mode a ounts well for the natural variability before
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